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THE IROQUOIAN
The Iroquoian newsletter is
published quarterly by the
IBTC, one of nine member
clubs of the registered nonprofit Bruce Trail Conservancy.
We welcome article and
photograph submissions
for publication from our
members. All submissions will
be reviewed and approved by
the Board of Directors.
Contact the editor:
editors.iroquoian@gmail.com

SUBMISSION DEADLINES
Fall issue: July 20
Winter issue: October 20
Spring issue: January 20
Summer issue: April 20

ADVERTISE WITH US!

Iroquoia Bruce Trail Club
PO Box 71507
Burlington, ON
L7T 4J8
VISIT THE CLUB’S WEBSITE
FOR HIKES, INFORMATION
AND EVENTS:
www.iroquoia.on.ca

Be social,
follow
our trail!
Facebook.com/
IroquoiaBruceTrailClub

Advertising rates, per issue, are
as follows:
1/4 page - 3.5 x 5: $60.00
1/2 page - 7.5 x 5: $90.00
Full page - 8 x 10: $150.00
Email the editor to place an ad
or request more information.

Twitter.com/
IroquoiaBruceTr

Instagram.com/
IroquoiaBruceTrailClub

The Iroquoian is distributed by email.
For a paper copy, contact the editor.
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A Message From The President

t feels like the month of
March certainly came in
like a lamb and went out
like a lion with the situation
around COVID-19. The Club
Board members had to make
some hard decisions on
cancelling hikes and the AGM,
but it was strongly felt that it
was best to err on the cautious
side. That has turned out to be
a good decision.
We ask all members to please
respect the request of the BTC
to stay off the Bruce Trail and to
follow the closures brought on
by our partner municipalities
and Conservation Authorities.
Trail maintenance crews are
not going out to do trail work
and reports. Land Stewards
have been asked not to go out
to their properties to submit
spring reports. It is all being

done to bring a quick end to the
virus spreading around. Ask
yourself if it is worth the risk
of ending up on a ventilator or
worse?
The Club and the BTC will
be having discussions over the
next number of months on how
to reopen the Bruce Trail. Trail
Maintenance will have their
hands full to cut back fallen
trees and summer growth, fix
boardwalks and bridges and to
reblaze. This may still need to
be done in small groups or by
individuals, so it could take the
whole year or more.
Since the Club is not having
an AGM, we have taken an
offer from the head office to
post the Directors Reports,
slate of nominees, the 2019
minutes and this years award
winners in a special email link.

MILLEN ROAD ACCESS TRAIL SECURED!
In March of this year, the City of
Hamilton transferred a small but
important unopened road allowance
to the Bruce Trail Conservancy. It is
located at the very south end of Millen
Road at Maple Drive. See km 16.9 on
Map 6 -Edition 29 of the Guide. It
started in 2015 when I saw a notice
that one of the adjacent property
owners was making an application
to purchase a portion of the road
allowance. Right away I contacted
AntoinDiamondattheheadofficeand
said that we need to talk to the City on
purchasing the other portion. Antoin
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started discussions with the Public
Works Dept. and I spoke to the local
City Councillor Maria Pearson who
was very supportive. Unfortunately,
Public Works misunderstood the
area that we wanted transferred and
Antoin and Joel Swagerman had to
start the process over, therefore, why
it took so long. The access is important
to maintain for the local residents,
hikers, and as a qquick short access
for trail maintenance and emergency
services. A special thanks to the Real
Estate Dept. at the City of Hamilton
for working with us on this.
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Members will be able to view
the documents and vote to
accept the minutes and slate
of directors. This would have
happened in early May. If you
missed it, you can still view the
documents on our web page.
A decision to go ahead with
the Steeltown Stomp and the
End to End will be made later
in the summer. Plans are still
going ahead just in case we can
do it. If you have not heard, the
BTC Annual Meeting in Beaver
Valley is cancelled.
Please stay safe and keep
your distance.

Paul Toffoletti
President, Iroquoia Bruce Trail
Club

Change in badge fees

While badge fees ($5.00) remain
unchanged for members, the IBTC
Board approved charging hikers
who are not members of BTC $10
per badge. The only exemption
is the Junior Hiker Badge series
that will remain $5 per badge for
members and nonmembers alike.
This change will be effective
May 1, 2020.
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Celebrating Our 2020 Volunteers
2020 Iroquoia Club Volunteer of the Year Award –
Bronwen (Bron) Tregunno
The Volunteer of the Year Award is given to a BTC member who contributed through their volunteer activities to
further the interests of the Iroquoia Club BTC.
Bron is a powerhouse in her efforts to expand the
Iroquoia’s club involvement in the areas of education and
publicity. Highlights include her organization and
participation in the inaugural George Hamilton Day
Celebration Hike with the City of Hamilton. She has led a
number of historical and natural science focused
educational hikes with guests from various different
organizations, giving IBTC exposure to many new people
and creating new connections with interested
organizations.
She also organized a very successful speaker event at the
Dundas Museum with Andrew Camani, author of ”100
Hikers – 100 Hikes” during the winter to get people out
and engaged in a different way besides hiking.
2020 Trail Maintenance Award – Daryl Keays
The Trail Maintenance Award is given to an active BTC
trail worker in recognition of their contribution over time
to improve the trail experience in terms of quality and
safety through their hard work, dedication, leadership,
dependability, commitment and team work.
The recipient of the 2019/2020 Trail Maintenance award is
Daryl Keays. Daryl is the proverbial Ever Ready Bunny;
he is here, there and everywhere. When not performing
his duties as Trail Captain for Section E46A and B, Daryl
is assisting hazard tree cutting as an IBTC qualified cutter
and Zone E Coordinator. In addition, Daryl is involved
with trail audits in the risk management program, has
taken a lead role in assisting to update the trail worker’s
manual plus assisted the keep the TM&D Workshop clean
and orderly. In his free time? Daryl is also an avid hiker.
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2020 Friends of the Trail Award – Greg Lenko – The Escarpment Project
This award serves to recognize individuals and community organizations
that have made significant contributions to the success of IBTC. Greg Lenko,
founder of The Escarpment Project has been a true friend of the Bruce Trail for
many years.
Growing up in Hamilton, Greg has been hiking along the Escarpment since he
was 6 years old. A bit older he started running the Wentworth stairs for
exercise, when they were still wood at the time. The Escarpment has always
been an important part of his life. It was the Escarpment that brought him
back home. In late fall of 2010 while hiking he noticed how much litter and
debris was scattered/dumped and decided to do something about it. He
created a short film about the condition of it at Devilès Punchbowl and posted
it online inviting people to help clean it up. The video went viral and in April
of 2011 a group of 75 - 100 people cleaned it up, removing two overflowing
dumpster bins and 10 pickup trucks full of garbage. The cleanup has grown
larger each year as more sites were added. In its 3rd year it became a not for
profit corporation called The Escarpment Project. Since then, annual clean ups
take place in escarpment areas from Dundas to Grimsby and have also
included areas of Short Hills Park in St Catharines. Greg’s efforts have led
some volunteers to create their own clean up events such as; Hamilton’s
Beautiful Alleys clean up and Stewards of the Cootes. Future plans propose
expansion further into Niagara as well as north to Orangeville or further.
Greg’s leadership and energy have certainly earned him the award as a Friend
of the Trail.

2020 Publicity and Public Education Award – Marian Toth
In retirement [2006] I began hiking and became a member of the BTC, Iroquoia. I joined the
weekday hiking group,The Good Companions, for something to do to ﬁll my days, but before I
knew it I was hooked, had ﬁnished the ﬁrst 3 sections of the Bruce Trail, and there was no
turning back. Between volunteer work with various groups, welcoming grandchildren into the
family, and travel, I, along with a hiking partner, completed the entire trail in October 2012. I
was able to do so due to the terriﬁc end-to-ends run by tremendous volunteers of the various
clubs. My hope was to repay their generosity by volunteering for the BTC but I couldn’t see a
place where I could ﬁt in.
Afterwards, I continued to hike weekly and locally. After a time I found some of that level of
hiking too diﬃcult. The original hike leaders I had hiked with were aging and leaving BTC
hiking for the same reasons. I was disappointed to have no place to ﬁt into, and sad to see past
hike leaders haveing to leave.
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So it was a pleasant surprise to read an article in The Iroquoian about the
Education Walks being developed by Bronwen Tregunno. At this point I had
become a member of ‘Hamilton Aging in
Community’, a group of community-minded mature adults and seniors in the
Hamilton area who are committed to exploring and initiating approaches to
ﬂourish as we age. It seemed that our goals of building connections and
developing learning alternatives ﬁt in with those of the Educational Walks.
Perhaps, this would be my opportunity to give back and volunteer with the
Iroquoia Club.
I contacted Bronwen with my suggestion to join forces and she was open to
discussing the possibility of working together. To date, we have held several
informative walks, attracting large groups of seniors, some of their children and
grandchildren, and people interested in the various topics oﬀered. We have
connected with experts within the realms of nature, the environment and local
history who have acted as speakers for these sessions.
Through this Iroquoia BTC group, seniors are able to continue to be physically
and intellectually active and involved in appreciating and advocating for the
natural habits of the area.
Hike Award - Holly Sluiter and Vani Rouse
Holly and Vani saw an opportunity to put their planning skills to the test by
creating the Side Trail Challenge. Vani created the beautiful badge, which was the
second badge she created for the club. Forty two people took on the challenge of
hiking all of our Clubs side trails in 2019.

Above: Marian Toth
Right: Vani Rouse & Holly Sluiter

2
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Junior Appreciation Award - Jillian and Ethan Leaker
Awarded for their motivation and determination to clean up the Bruce Trail.
Jillian and Ethan Leaker took it upon themselves to go out on a regular basis to
clean up the area around the top of the Glover Mountain Side Trail in Upper
Stoney Creek. The following is from Jillian:
In the HWCDSB there is a community service commitment of 40 hours required
before graduation. I wanted to do something with my hours that would relate to
something I am passionate about. I care a lot about the environment and
maintaining natural spaces. We are lucky to live really close to the Bruce Trail, the
Glover Mountain Access is at the end of our property. It is such a beautiful area
and it’s a place where people like to gather or walk.
Unfortunately there are often times that litter and waste are left behind. Some
people even dump their unwanted garbage there. We’ve found everything from
tires to building supplies to used diapers discarded in heaps at the top of the trail.
It is sad to see the trail marred by so much garbage and waste. After talking with
my Dad he emailed the Iroquoia Bruce Trail Conservancy and asked if my brother
and I could clean the access and trail as part of our community service. We
connected with Gloria by email and she was really helpful.
My brother and I were shocked by the amount of garbage we were able to clear
over several hours of work. It was a really good feeling to see the bags of
contained garbage and to see the area looking so tidy. Over the winter we noticed
the area had again become littered with debris and garbage. I am planning an
afternoon with my friends once we are able to be out together to do another big
clean up.
I’m excited that they want to help too and be a part of keeping our area of the trail
beautiful. I plan to continue putting in a few hours each week over the summer
maintaining it. I really like that I am able to fulfill my community service hours
while also being able to do something that is important to me so that others can
enjoy the Bruce Trail!
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Open Board Positions
By Gloria Pennycook, Volunteer Director
We currently have 3
Board positions open. It
is possible that the Hike
Director and Special
Hike Event Coordinator
may be combined. Each
Director is expected to
attend 10 meetings per
year, write monthly
reports to the Board and
also an annual report
for the AGM. Directors
are also expected to
participate in special
Board projects and
volunteer at events.
General qualifications
include knowledge of the
Bruce Trail organization,
passion for the Vision, a
demonstrated interest &
understanding of BTC/
IBTC organizations
including benefits of
walking/hiking and
importance of preserving
natural heritage.
We expect a minimum
three year commitment
to the role.
If you are interested,
please email
Gloria Pennycook,
Volunteer Director at
iroquoiavolunteer@
gmail.com.
Hike Director:
The Hike Director
oversees all functions
and operations within
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the hiking portfolio,
including being the
main point of contact for
all inquiries regarding
recreation. This
individual is responsible
for ensuring all major
club and community
events run smoothly;
organizing Trail Angels
for independent hikers;
ensuring the Hike
Leaders are certified,
trained, mentored and
capable of leading hikes
on the Bruce Trail. At
least once a year organize
a “Hiking 101” event to
educate the public on the
sport of hiking.
Special Hike Events
Coordinator:
Organizes and
coordinates several
key hike events, such
as the New Years Day
Hike, Steeltown Stomp,
Bruce Trail Day and
the Iroquoia End to
End. The person in this
role ensures that all of
the details are done to
guarantee successful
events. These activities
may include seeking
out other volunteers or
hike leaders to be part of
the event team, booking
venues, promotions,
badges, food, etc. We are
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seeking an organized,
self starter. This role will
take direction from the
Hike Director.
Due to the extent of
training for this role, we
are seeking an eager,
independent individual
who is willing to remain
in this role for at least 1
year.
This is not a board
position but the
incumbent is required to
attend Board meetings.
A large component
of this role is the
management of a roster
of nearly 80 volunteers.
This role further
includes reviewing
submitted hikes and
making revisions to the
hike calendar; frequent
correspondence with
members, hike leaders,
community groups
regarding requests or
inquiries that could
impact the recreational
use of the Bruce
Trail, and regularly
liaising between these
individuals and the
leadership of the various
Bruce Trail Clubs. The
Hike Director will
occasionally work with
Bruce Trail Conservancy
staff on new and ongoing
initiatives.
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Hidden Gems
By Holly Sluiter, Communications Director
Did you know, that we are lucky
concluded, that First Nations groups
enough to have a Meromictic Lake just settled in this area over six hundred
steps away from the Bruce Trail? Its years ago.” - Hilton Conservation
located on map 11 of the 29th edition Area
of the Bruce Trail guide. Crawford
Lake is just off of the Crawford Lake
The lake is 2 hectors, with a surface
Side Trail near 106.7. It is a very area of 286 meters. It is 270 meters
unique local feature, that is a must to
long and 130 meters wide. It is a
visit!
beautiful, short, family-friendly hike
on a boardwalk around the lake.
What makes this so special?
“The lake is deeper than its surface
area, so the lowest levels of water
are very rarely disturbed, and little
oxygen reaches the lowest levels. It’s
the unique qualities of a meromictic
lake that led to an exciting discovery—
where science unveiled local history.
Researchers and scientists found
ancient corn pollen deep in the
sediment of the lake. The presence
of corn meant settlements, and
thus this began the research, which

Photos By: Karen Bergmann
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Iroquoia Club Official
End to End 2020
September 12, 13 and
September 19, 20
The annual Iroquoia Club End to End
consists of four hikes over two
weekends.
The section is >122 km long, with the
hikes measuring as follows:
Hike 1: 33.1km (Start @ Sydenham
Lookout end @ Mount Nemo)
Hike 2: 30.0km (Start @ Appleby Line
& 401 end @ Mount Nemo)
Hike 3: 32.5km (Start @ Sydenham
Lookout end @ Mohawk 4 Ice)
Hike 4: 27.2km (Start @ Grimsby end
@ Mohawk 4 Ice)
(Please note, these distances are
subject to change due to trail
reroutes)
This is a very challenging, but richly
rewarding series of hikes. Please be
honest with yourself about whether
your body is up to this task prior to
registration as no refunds will be
provided.
Buses depart on all days at 7:30 AM
sharp from predetermined locations
to take all participants to the start
of the hike. Check in is at 7:00 AM.
Space is limited to the number of
people on the bus. There is no leader.
Volunteers will be at trailside check
points with water and snacks along
the way. The hike will be completed
independently and at your own pace,
but it is expected that participants
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will be able to finish on all days by
5:00 PM. If your arrival at the second
to last checkpoint is too late, you will
be asked to withdraw from the
remainder of that day’s hike. You will
still be welcome to return and start
any remaining hikes of the event.
The registration fee is $50 ($60 for
non-BTC members) for all four hikes,
or $15 per day that you wish to hike.
The fee covers the cost of
transportation, entry to Mount Nemo
Conservation Area for two days,
snacks, and the Waterfall badge, for
those who complete all four hikes.
Hikes will go rain or shine.
The first weekend meeting location is
at Mount Nemo Conservation Area
(overflow parking area), 5317 Guelph
Line, Milton, ON L9T 2X6.
The second weekend meeting
location is Mohawk 4 Ice Centre, 710
Mountain Brow Blvd. Hamilton, ON
L8T 5A9.
PARTICIPANTS MUST REGISTER
AND PAY ONLINE. THERE WILL
BE NO CHEQUES OR CASH ACCEPTED ON ANY DAY OF THE
EVENT.
REGISTRATION OPENS MAY 1st,
2020.
For more information contact the
organizer by email
iroquoiabtcevents@gmail.com or after
August 1st by phone (905) 331-7317.
*These dates are tentiative due to
posible Covid-19 restirctions.*
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Steel Town Stomp
A Fundraiser is born
By Ruth Moffatt
There is a fairly common belief that
many ideas are born on the trail.
Hiking causes endorphins to fire
up so it’s no wonder we get creative
while we’re out there hiking. So, it
should come as no surprise that the
idea for having a badge and an event
to honour the Steeltown Stomp would
hatch while doing just that - climbing
all six sets of stairs from Chedoke to
Uli’s and then hiking all the way back.
For those that have
participated, you know this is,
indeed, a challenge and a hard earned
badge. There are some 2000 stairs and
a 20km hike involved. It’s tough; the
pain you have is real,
particularly if you don’t prepare. Any
of the club challenge events are tough
and preparation is definitely key but
back to the Steeltown Stomp...
Climbing the stairs is a great workout
and a group of us would regularly
meet at Chedoke and climb up and
down, up and down. Sometimes, for a
change, we would hike over to
Dufferin Stairs and climb those and

then hike along the top back to
Chedoke to complete a loop. Soon,
we wanted to incorporate Wentworth
Stairs and then James St Stairs and before you knew it, we were
planning to hike them all, one way.
Then, a hike was organized to do all
of the stairs to see what sort of response we might get. We hiked it oneway on Jan 2, 2016 and then planned
an out and back March 26, 2016. For
that we had more than 50 people turn
up. There was interest!
After that a badge was created and an
event hike was born. The
inaugural Steeltown Stomp occurred
October 8, 2016 and this year, its 5th
anniversary is scheduled to take place
on Satruday September 26th, 2020.
It has been a great collaboration and
fundraiser for both the Niagara and
Iroquoia Clubs and sees new and
previous participants every year.
*This dates is tentiative due to posible
Covid-19 restirctions.*

First participants
of the Steeltown
Stomp March 26,
2016
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Following the Blazes
By Peter Rumble, Trail Director

T

he most prolific and beloved
symbol of the Bruce Trail is the
blaze. It is a key feature of the
entire 885 kms of the main trail plus all
400 kms of the side trails as well as all
major hiking trails in North America.
Blazes are a key feature that delineate the
footpath along the Niagara Escarpment.
Blazes don’t come in all sizes and colours.
They are a standard in North America. The
dimensions of the white (main trail) and
blue (side trail) blaze are 2 inches (51 mm)
wide by 6 inches (153 mm) tall, painted
with acrylic exterior latex paint. You
should know that the blue paint is defined
by Panatone 2915 CVU just in case you
enthusiasts would like to paint your house
to match. Blazes are usually painted on the
smooth bark of a tree about 5 feet high from
the footpath in the direction the hiker is
hiking.The usual rule is that the next blaze
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should always be visible from the blaze
you’re standing by.
On occasion, temporary blazes will be
used for winter replacements or temporary
re-routes using a wooden rectangle attached
to the tree. Did you know the original blaze
was made by slashing the bark of the tree,
something we obviously frown on today.
Another interesting method used bent trees
or stone piles, still used today by the Inuit
in the Arctic.
Where there are no trees, blaze boards
may be installed. There are situations where
a narrow tuxedo of black paint is painted
around the blaze to make it more visible.
Is blazing difficult? Ask 6 trail
maintenance volunteers and your likely to
get as many answers. It takes a bit of time
and care, but is, as they know, the “hiking
pole “ every hiker leans on . Many thanks to
our faithful trail ”blazers”.
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Bruce Trail Inspired Addiction
By Victoria Pearce

A

excited. It has led to the development of an
exciting new series for me using labyrinth
like lines to illustrate the connectivity of
the land, sky, rocks and water. Each of
these elements is constantly moving, some
are obvious, like water, but rock moves too,
oh so slowly. I use contrasting colours and
patterns to create movement within each
of these elements. It seems I am happily
becoming a geography geek.
Please join fellow talented artists Janet
Jardine, Anne Moore and myself this fall for
a fundraising show at the HUB, Burlington
Centre from Sept 19 to 26. Thirty percent
of sales will be donated to the BTC as well
as ten percent to Burlington Fine Arts. We
will locate each painting on a full size map
and enjoy hearing your tales as well. Let’s
share our stories and create new supporters
of our not so secret adoration. For a sneak
peek see www.victoriapearce Instagram
#victoriapearceart www.Janetjardine.com
and www.annemore.com

caution, being a member of
the Bruce Trail is addictive and
can lead to a serious desire to share your
passion. This amazing ribbon of trails
sprinkled with fast vistas, exhilarating
waterfalls, and quiet forests offer an
abundance not available to many. We are
blessed. As an artist I have always had a
reverence for nature. I have had a studio
in James North District in Hamilton for 14
years but my move to the City of Hamilton
4 years ago re-invigorated my childhood
love affair. Part of that is thanks to Peter
Rumble. As the Trail Maintenance and
Development Director for the Iroquoia
section, he has, in many ways, facilitated
my current body of work by leading me on
many a new adventure along the Niagara
and Iroquoia sections. I have developed a
passion for waterfalls. I love nothing more
than standing, boot deep in a rushing
waterfall. As we round a bend, the sound
of running water draws me in. I get so

After The Plunge,
Rockway Falls
40” x 60”
by Victoria Pearce
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My Adventure On The Bruce
Trail

By Holly Sluiter, Hike Leader & Communication Director

I

n the fall of 2014, my
best friend Tania and
I decided we wanted
to become hike leaders. We
took the training offered by
the Iroquoia Bruce Trail Club
and had a blast! We decided
that we wanted to create an
end to end in the spring of
our beautiful section, to be
completed in a series of 8
hikes. We had a great time,
and 8 of us finished this
beautiful section together.
Everyone in our group had
different goals, and I never
expected to make such great
friendships along the way.
This is how our group did.

Linda is a force to be
reckoned with! She was the
first in our group to finish the
whole trail. She also hiked
the Lares Trek in Machu
Picchu, Mount Kilimanjaro,
North Vietnam near Sa Pa
and the Chiang Mai area
of Thailand. It is always a
wonderful surprise when I
bump into Linda on the trail.

Tania and Gail met their
goal and completed the
Iroquoia section. They did
a great job and still hike
occasionally but were happy
with achieving their goal by
completing the third largest
section of the trail.

Vani and I decided to keep
going and to finish the trail
together and did so in 2018.
We even created the Iroquoia
Side Trail Challenge. If you
haven’t done it yet, you need
to as soon as the trail open
again! She is also a very
talented graphic designer
and designed both the
Snowshoe Badge and the
Side Trail Challenge badge.
She has become my hiking
sister, and I would not have
been able to finish the trail
without her.

Ruth and Julie have
collected several badges, and
continue to hike the Bruce
Trail. They have done some
hike leading of their own,
and are almost done Beaver
Valley. They are doing a
great job and still plan to
finish the whole trail.

Hiking the Bruce Trail
inspired me to go on an
adventure to Peru and hike
the Inca Trail in Machu
Picchu. It was amazing! I
try to volunteer where I can
and I created the Snowshoe
Challenge.
I have also
become very addicted to
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hiking badges and have
earned 37, which I am
very proud of. I have also
stepped into the role of the
Communication Director for
our club and am having a
great time.
Hiking the Bruce Trail
and being able to volunteer
has helped me to develop
great friendships, challenge
mysel, and bring me closer
to nature. The Bruce Trail
really has become such a
large part of my life, I can’t
imagine my life without it. I
wish you the best of luck on
all your hiking challenges. If
I can finish the trail, you can
do it too. It’s never too late to
start and get involved.
I also have to give a shout
out to Raj, who is not in this
picture. That is because he
was the strongest hiker in our
group by far, and we simply
could not keep up with him.

Summer 2020

Top Right: Holly Sluiter
Top Left: Diane Akerley and
Linda Emslie
Middle: Iroquoian E2E
Group in 2014
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Bottom Left: Vani Rouse
Bottom Right: Ruth
McMath & Julie Scott
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2020 Ontario Nature Summit
By Paul Toffoletti, President
Somebody in your family
could be sponsored for
the Ontario Nature Youth
Summit!
At the April board meeting
your Iroquoia Bruce Trail
Club made a decision to take
a direction to support young
people who want to become
environmental leaders. We
will be sending a young
person to the Ontario Nature
Youth Summit in Orillia on
the weekend of September
25-27, 2020.
Held in September each
year since 2010, the Youth
Summit is a weekend-long
event that engages 100 young
leaders, aged 14 to 20, from
dozens of communities
across the province. It is
planned and hosted by
youth for youth, and features
workshops and activities to
build leadership skills and
environmental knowledge.

As a result of attending
the 2020 Youth Summit for
Mother Earth, participants
will:
• Become part of a
peer network of young
environmental leaders who
will connect with likeminded youth to develop a
broader network committed
to advancing nature
protection.
• Gain a greater
understanding of Indigenous
rights and interests and
the responsibilities of all
peoples in conservation and
reconciliation efforts.
• Share and use the
knowledge and skills gained
at the summit in their
communities (e.g. many
summit attendees have gone
home to start eco-clubs in
their schools).
• Gain valuable insight
into potential areas of

2019 Youth
Summit

future study, volunteer
opportunities and careers in
the environmental sector.
The Iroquoia Bruce Trail
Club will sponsor a young
student from our Club’s
area for the event. This
means the Club will pay
the sponsored student’s
full cost for participation,
including workshops,
accommodation, and meals.
The student or their family
will only be responsible for
the student’s transportation
to Orillia. (There will also
be a free round-trip charter
bus available from a central
location in Toronto they can
sign up for.)
To apply for this
sponsorship, please send an
e-mail to info@iroquoia.on.ca
with the subject line “Youth
Summit” that includes the
following:
– Your name, address,
school grade, age, phone
number, and e-mail address.
– A description of your
interests and involvement in
nature and the environment.
The deadline for
submitting applications is
June 30, 2020. All applicants
will be notified in mid July
2020, regardless of whether
or not they are chosen for
the sponsorship. Applicants
will be notified if the event is
cancelled due to COVID-19
issues.
To learn more visit https://

ontarionature.org/events/
youth-summit/

iroquoia.on.ca
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No Bake Chocolate Protein Balls
By Ruth McMath
In a food processor, combine:
12 pitted medjool dates
1 cup rolled oats
2 tbsp cocoa powder
1/2 cup protein powder
2+ tbsp milk or water (I like to use almond
milk)
Process until everything is mixed.
Add optional ingredients that make you
happy:
1/2 cup nuts (I like to use a 50/50 mix of
walnuts and almonds)
dark chocolate chunks or chips
1-2 tbsp flax
1-2 tbsp hemp hearts
Shredded coconut
Coarse salt
a few drops of peppermint extract
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Process more until everything is mixed. If
you go to town with the optional ingredients,
especially the flax, you may need to add a bit
more liquid. The final mixture should be just
tacky enough to stick together.
Form into cookie-sized balls and place in
a freezer-friendly container on wax paper.
Freeze. If you prefer bar form, press the
mixture into a wax-paper lined pan, freeze,
then slice into individual bars for storage.
Take a few out for your hike and enjoy!
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Long Serving
Iroquoia Trail
Worker Passes
Noel Henderson, a long time member and Trail
Worker died suddenly on March 26 at the age of
83. He was an Iroquoia Trail Captain and regular
work party participant for more than 2 decades
until he stepped down in 2016. Even after that,
he continued to help when he was available right
up until his death. A quote from his obituary
describes him well: “He was a gifted storyteller
and an avid adventurer. He viewed life with
the wonder of a child and lived that life with
boundless enthusiasm that uplifted and inspired
all who knew him.”
Noel will be missed.

iroquoia.on.ca
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Planning Your Hikes
Hike Ratings

Your Hiking Checklist
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Make a habit of checking the Iroquoia Bruce
Trail Club online calendar for up-to-date
hike information including corrections,
cancellations or added hikes to the schedule
Carry I.D. and your health card
Dress in layers suitable for the weather. Hiking
boots and rain gear are essential
Stay with the group when hiking—don’t go
ahead or fall behind!
Follow any instructions given by the leader
Bring food and water
Stay around for a few minutes at the end of
the hike to see if you are needed to drive other
hikers back to their cars
If bad weather is forecast, check the online
calendar, Facebook or Twitter for cancellations
Watch for ticks (even in winter)! Check fellow
hikers, familiarize yourself with proper removal
Remember, all of our leaders are unpaid
volunteers. You are invited to attend but do
so at your own risk! All map and kilometer
notations are from the 28th edition of the Bruce
Trail Reference Guide, unless otherwise stated

Difficulty of Terrain:
Easy����������������� Mostly flat and usually good footing
Moderate�������������������Some hills and/or poor footing
Strenuous������� Hilly, steep climbs, some poor footing
Pace/speed of hike:
Leisurely������������������������������������������������3 km/hr or less
Medium������������������������������������������������������� 3 - 4 km/hr
Brisk������������������������������������������������������������� 4 - 5 km/hr
Fast������������������������������������������������������������������5 km/hr +
Notice to all hikers: Be honest with yourself when
judging the length, speed and difficulty of the hike
you wish to attend. If in doubt call the leader.

2020 Iroquoian AGM Report
2020 Iroquoia AGM report is now available on our website.
Due to COVID-19, the Club AGM that was set for May 2nd, was cancelled outright until May
2021. Along with a number of other Clubs, we offered those Iroquoia members who registered
their email address with the BTC, the opportunity to review the year end report and vote on
accepting the 2019 AGM minutes and the 2020-2021 slate of Directors. The results will be made
available in the near future. The report will remain on the webpage until next year and we still
welcome any questions.

iroquoia.on.ca
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Coping With COVID with
Walking Meditation

By Kelly Watt

Coping with COVID-19 has come
with some blessings. I’ve returned
to going on walking meditations.
Years ago, fed up with my sedentary
life writing at a computer all day,
I decided to combine walking
and meditation. I went on three
pilgrimages over several years, doing
just that—walking in silence in the
mornings, repeating a mantra, and
meditating. I love the combination—
the refreshed feeling you get by going
outdoors and moving your body in
nature, while simultaneously focussing
the mind. It’s very powerful. Also,
anyone can do it. Even beginners.
Meditation can be frustrating for
people new to it, because it takes a
while to calm and relax the mind,
but if you do it while walking there
is always a relaxing benefit, whether
you tame your wild thoughts or not. I
always feel better afterwards. NMW.
Everyone knows the health benefits
of walking, but meditation has also
been proven to not only lower cortisol
and stress levels, but by doing so, it
can also prolong your life. So walking
meditation is a win win. And it’s tailor
made for these scary times. During
COVID -19 our immunity needs all
the help it can get. But our options for
exercise are severely limited. However,
walking is almost always an option.
Even if you just walk around your
apartment, you can do traditional
walking meditation, one step, slowly
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at a time, watching your breath, a la
Thich Nhat Hun, or you can just walk
as I do naturally, round and round
in a loop, from one room to the next,
strolling at a natural rhythm. But
while you do it, repeat a mantra from
the spiritual tradition of your choice.
I often like to do The Serenity Prayer:
God/goddess grant me the serenity to
accept the things I cannot change, the
courage to change the things I can, and
the wisdom to know the difference.
If you’re Catholic, you can repeat the
Catholic rosary or if Buddhist, you can
repeat a Buddhist mantra, preferably
one that has been given to you from a
traditional Tibetan teacher. Basically,
the prayer should be something
loving that makes you feel peaceful.
Meditating is not just for Buddhists,
it has been a part of practically every
spiritual tradition there is. So pick
a mantra that is calming and take it
walking.
The point of the mantra is this: it
allows the mind to rest while giving
it something to do. The mind is like a
nosy neighbour, it loves to gossip and
chat. We have approximately 35,000
thoughts a day, one teacher told me.
Expecting it to stop chatting is simply
not possible. But you can give the
mind something better to do. Once
occupied, it stops worrying, pestering,
fear mongering and raging, and floats
on the rhythm of the mantra.
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The repetitive nature of which is
incredibly soothing.

helps you to slow down and turn
inward.

So how do you get started on a
walking meditation practice? Here are
five tips:
Set an intention
Hold your hands in a mudra
Set a start and end time
Repeat your mantra while walking

Thirdly, pick a start and an end
time, say 15 minutes to begin, and set
the timer on your phone. And lastly,
remember to say thanks afterwards.
Pat yourself on your back. Express your
gratitude. And take your happy rested
body and mind back home.

Say a prayer of thanks or express
gratitude at the end
Whether walking inside or outside,
there are a couple of things you can do
to distinguish your walk from a regular
stroll and make it into a meditative
walk. As you begin, set your intention,
say a little prayer to the universe,
God or yourself. Ask that this practice
benefit your body, spirit and mind,
and make you a happier person for this
day, and may that happiness be shared
with all around you. Next, hold your
hands in a mudra. The most familiar
one is thumb touching the index finger,
the Jnana mudra that is used so often in
yoga. The thumb represents universal
consciousness, and the index finger
individual consciousness. The two
coming together symbolizes unity,
the divine self connecting with the
individual self. The prayer of intention
and mudra, signal to your unconscious
mind that this walk is sacred, which

Kelly Watt is a writer and the author
of the mini travel companion “Camino
Meditations.” She walked the
El Camino in Spain (2008) practicing
walking meditation and did her
meditation teacher training with
Samagra Path in Hamilton, Ontario
(2015). You can find out more about
her at www.kellywatt.ca. Follow her
on Instagram @kellywattauthor. Watch
her WM video on Facebook: https://
www.facebook.com/kelly.watt.12/
videos/10219548434873813/
Camino Meditations is available
at: https://www.amazon.ca/CaminoMeditations-Kelly-Watt-ebook/dp/
B00D9U3N9S

iroquoia.on.ca
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What Could Be Affecting
Your Pain?
By Don Lesar & Will Nicholson Physiotherapists & Enthusiastic Outdoorsman
We all get pain but
what does it mean to me?
We’re in a strange
period at the moment,
most of us have extra
time to be doing the
things we love, however,
the socially responsible,
and government
mandated thing to do is
to stay off the beautiful
trails we have around
us. In lieu of this, some
people may be using this
time to increase their
mileage by walking in
the city or cycling. Others
may be looking at this as
a natural “rest” period
(more on this later) for
the niggling knee tendon
pain or that recurrent
plantar fascia issue.
Everyone experiences
pain. Whether itès thigh
muscle pain several days
after a long, fast hike or
acute pain below the
knee when descending
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a steep hill or stepping
off a high ledge. Pain is
like an alarm. It doesn’t
necessarily indicate that
damage has been done or
that you are doing harm
but it’s giving us a heads
up that there may be
something to look into.
Pain is not something to
be feared but something
to be understood.
Sometimes it’s okay
and it’s something you
can work through and
other times it’s a very
meaningful warning that
needs to be heeded or
risk a more protracted
pain period.
There are a handful
of ways that we gauge
how we should respond
to pain. Most people
have been asked how
intense the pain is from
0 to 10, zero being no
pain, 10 being hand in
boiling oil. The most
basic method we use,
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at The Movement, is
the “stoplight” method
where we qualify the
green zone as tolerable or
less than 3/10, the yellow/
as 4-6/10 and the red
zone as >6/10. In general
we tell people they can
spend as much time as
they want in the green
zone and occasionally
they go into the yellow
zone. That said, if any
of the following occur,
it may be worth seeking
further guidance:
Progressive pain that
is in nature during the
activity as opposed to
“warming-up”
Pain that persists after
stopping the activity
for greater than 15-20
minutes
Delayed onset pain
(sometimes called a pain
hangover)
Significant swelling
associated with the pain
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Remember pain is
one of the many ways
that our body is trying
to communicate with
us. Rarely are we in a
case where we need to
completely avoid an
activity but rather in
most cases we need to
identify ways that we
can modify activities.
These modifications
may look different
depending on the
individual, the activity
they are going to
engage in, and the
environment they are
performing the activity
within. For example,
when considering a
person hiking, we may
take a look at factors
like distance, elevation,
time, speed, frequency
of hikes, difficulty
of terrain, or even
equipment being used.
Not all hikes are
created equal, which
is great because this
means there are many
different aspects of the
activity we can explore
for modification. We
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know it is important
to continue engaging
in valued activities for
many reasons, and
generally speaking
outcomes are better
for people with pain
when they do continue
activities. This is why
our number one aim is
to keep you engaging in
the activities you love,
wherever possible and
safe.
As physiotherapists,
it’s our job to rule out
any significant issues
that could indicate
a need for further
investigation or a
more significant rest
period, help
uncover the
root cause
of your
pain, help
you identify
factors that
may be
contributing
to the pain
persistence,
provide a
means of

eliminating your pain
and create a plan to
bulletproof you against
this pain returning. For
more information about
pain, and a specific
example related to the
content in this article,
we’ve created an ebook
that is free to download!
Check it out below
Free Ebook
Also, if you want
more content check us
out on instagram
@themvmtpts
or our website at
themovementphysio.ca
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Return undeliverable Canadian addresses to:
The Iroquoia Bruce Trail Club Publication Mail Agreement #40041889
PO BOX 71507, Burlington, ON L7T 4J8

These retailers provide Bruce Trail members with a 10 per cent
discount off regularly-priced merchandise:

Bruce Trail members can purchase a Canservation Halton Annual passfor a great
reduced rate. This give you access to all Conservation Halton parks for a year from the
date of purchase (it can be purchased at the Conservation Head Office on Britannia
Road when showing you Bruce Trail Membership Card)
Remember that Bruce Trail members can parkfor free at Tiffany Falls when you leave
your membership card on the dashboard of your vehicle

